SOULSTAR ASTROLOGY

PATHFINDER Report
New Moon Solar Eclipse Tuesday November 13th 5:09 PM EST
New Moon Solar Eclipse Tuesday November 13th 5:09 PM EST
Mercury ingress Scorpio Wednesday November 14th 2:43 AM
Mars ingress Capricorn Saturday November 16th 9:37 PM
Sun ingress Sagittarius Wednesday November 21st 6:51 PM
Venus ingress Scorpio Wednesday November 21st 8:21 PM
Mercury direct Tuesday November 26th 5:49 PM
Full Moon Lunar Eclipse in Gemini Wednesday November 28th 11:47 AM
Dark Moon begins Tuesday December 11th 4:32 AM
Uranus direct Thursday December 13th 7:03 AM
Jupiter retrograde in Gemini through out cycle
Next new Moon in Sagittarius Thursday December 13th 3:43 AM
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Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in
advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self
observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"
an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as
“the perfection premise".

***

New Moon Alignments
New Moon (Scorpio) trine Pallas Athena retrograde (Pisces)
New Moon (Scorpio) quincunx Vesta retrograde (Gemini)
Pallas Athena retrograde (Pisces) square Vesta retrograde (Gemini)
New Moon (Scorpio) semi-sextile Venus (Libra)
Saturn (Scorpio) quincunx Uranus retrograde (Aries)
Mercury retrograde (Sagittarius) square Neptune (Pisces)
Saturn (Scorpio) trine Chiron retrograde (Pisces)
Chiron retrograde (Pisces) semi-sextile Uranus retrograde (Aries)
Chiron retrograde (Pisces) sextile Pluto (Capricorn)
Ceres retrograde (Cancer) square Uranus retrograde (Aries)
Mars (Sagittarius) semi-sextile Moon's north node (Scorpio)
Mars (Sagittarius) quincunx Moon's south node (Taurus)

***
Ongoing Themes
These astrological themes are global in nature. The intention is to assist an individual
awakening to larger dramas and to find peace within themselves by knowing how personal
dramas are proportions of grander energy dynamics. Please accept these as samples and
examples as none of these energy dynamics can be defined in a conclusive way. As always
what is significance is the quality of an individual's self appreciation which is shown to them
through their unique emotional truth.
The deconstruction and reconstruction of social infrastructure.
Possible Ramifications:
Questioning of long standing infrastructure.
Ending of historically established institutions.
New opportunities for revolutionary ideals.
The rise of a new practicality in terms of taking responsibility.
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Developing special talents and skills
Possible Ramifications:
Discovering a longed for talent actually exists and now becomes available.
A deeper feeling commitment and purpose services the development of one's unique special
skills.
An ability to admit any poor attitude allows space for increased responsibility and maturity.
A much richer experience through communication and thinking.
Partnerships make more sense as the focus is on security and comfort.
Individual self confidence openly expressed.
Possible Ramifications:
Hesitation replaced by immediate action.
Personal options as valued property are protected and defended.
Assumed identity tested through real life incidents.
Beliefs considered facts justify bold social interaction.
Self interest dominates use of shared resources.
Mixing and merging of diverse opinion and culture.
Possible Ramifications:
To what culture or opinion am I associated?
People as a global nation begin to prioritize what they have in common.
Separation due to cultural adherence loses ground.
Some long held notions of truth or reality now seen as delusions.
A seeking for a new compassion model which services global harmony.
Inspired artistic expressions blend cultures and unify interest.

***
Overview
New Moon in Scorpio
Tuesday November 13th 5:09 PM EST

T

he Scorpio new Moon is influenced by the semi-sextile with Venus in the 12th solar house
of Libra. A fondness for relationships, the good feeling of being socially friendly, can
temper and adjust Scorpio actions where consideration ranks high and others are treated
with due respect and acknowledgement. As an individual proceeds with their inspired agenda
especially where they are using or developing an unfolding special talent they will be doing so in
in somewhat community conscious manner. Another semi-sextile formed from Chiron in Pisces
and Uranus in Aries, both planets currently retrograde, tempers abrupt social actions. This semisextile extends beyond the current Moon cycle and has been in place for some time priory to this
Moon cycle. Chiron in Pisces suggests a coming to terms with different versions of reality, which
could be applied to different cultures which find themselves needing to occupy the same space,
where a brotherhood and sisterhood is felt, where a compassion is allowed beyond historic
cultural boarders. Chiron and Uranus in semi-sextile affects social action as Uranus in Aries has
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an energetic awareness of Chiron the healer and as such adjusts the action triggered by urges to
increase social freedom. The new Moon in Scorpio is also quincunx retrograde Vesta in Gemini
indicating a very deep insight into the quality, appropriateness, and accuracy of what is said. It's
like every word can be felt, it's meaning sorted at the deepest level, it's importance revealed, it's
commitment revealed. This brings a certain influence to this Scorpio new Moon cycle where
commitment is extended into how one thinks and communicates. One might say that this Scorpio
new Moon cycle will prompt deep interest and commitment in regards to social freedom while
maintaining a friendly interaction and conversations with others.
The payoff for years, decades, of integrity honesty and admission occurs now as the individual
witnesses their own miraculous transformation. How the individual feels about who they are, the
emotional experience of believing in oneself, can feel like being plugged into a high voltage
outlet where love is strong, amplified to a dizzying degree. Many individuals have become very
very powerful, their thoughts wielding magnitudes of energy surpassing any historical document
of individual ability. Perhaps 67% of these individuals are unaware that they have had such a
metamorphic experience and yet they have recently been through some sort, or form of, life
change which correlates with such personal transformation. This could be the arrival of an
apparent challenging difficulty which is actually not difficult at all if they were to simply
acknowledge that their evolved self has issued the experiences because unknowingly it is a piece
of cake to deal with. Need we be reminded that thought creates, that everything which exists is
someone's opinion or intention. The increased focus in Scorpio is an ideal time to discover the
depth of one's self, their abilities and their resources. Many people will now become experts at
doing what it is they truly enjoy. It is about, as said countless times, the journey, and as such it is
the ongoing discovery of one's absolute magnificent self which parallels their current inspired
project.
This new Moon Solar Eclipse in Scorpio will offer great opportunities for those who are artistic
or in some way right brain in their nature. An ability to extrapolate patterns quickly allows
instant recognition of how things are and as such the immediate potential which surround the
individual is revealed. Great depth and wisdom is indicated at the time of the eclipse as Pallas
Athena in Pisces will be trine to the new Moon. The new Moon solar eclipse is also quincunx
Vesta in Gemini indicating an impassioned announcement or some form or communication
which will epitomize both dedication and depth of insight. As we draw conclusion from the
previous Libra Moon cycle we may have been able to better understand and accept relationships.
There has most certainly been opportunities to notice how we share energy and reflect each
others integrity. The matter as to how our relationships and quality of our integrity are
realistically measured and determined is like a Scorpio science. The proof is in the pudding, we
all know how integrity and a shared harmonic in partnership can give birth, make new realities
happen. It is a very powerful thing, harmonious relationships and partnerships, and it is this
knowing and respecting which can potentially bring to us, via relationships, a most wonderful
and fruitful experience, beginning on this new Moon solar eclipse in Scorpio.
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The Moon's north node transiting Scorpio indicates a period (August 31st 2012 - February 18th
2014) where we will be shown the quality of our security, where our confidence that certain
things can be relied on to be there. Even those beliefs which are considered unshakable can now
potentially be tested. The silver lining here is the manner in which selfishness of a lower
vibration is busted. This is like a revolution where a call to support only win win scenarios drives
an inspired justice at the hearts of many. The irony is that selfless sharing in terms of security,
values, and all things which allow individuals to experience comfort, is actually a most pleasant
and harmonious, meaning healthy and healing, way to experience life. That the security a selfish
acts aims to achieve is defeated by either a non-feeling manifestation within the individual, or a
heavy heart. Is this really security, absolutely not! On the other hand those who feel others pain
with out interfering with their karma can set up a harmonic with them where each can have their
cake and eat it too. Ceres current transit through Cancer indicates a care taking nature extended
to all things natural or organic, this would include the relationship between family members
where a sense of protection triggers creativity. This creative sense will have an emotional
component and will most certainly require one to be willing to explore their vulnerability such
that this creativity can be experienced. Saturn in Scorpio indicates that the business of how we
are all deeply connected and ultimately dependant upon one another, and this most certainly
includes our dependence on planet Earth herself and all her living creatures, is going to be a
serious and important business and priority. This is not a good time for the greedy or those who
have been historically involved in hording. The presence of both Pluto in Capricorn and Uranus
in Aries indicates an unpredictable climate where all, you know what, can occur at any time, and
this is a global potential. The notion that this is a time where all are experiencing the quality of
their integrity is no joke or idle phrase. Again the irony is to intend to have a good time filled
with joy yet tempered with maturity and responsibility, admission and acceptance, as this will
allow the individual to join with or merge with the grand harmonic where celestial and Earthly
integrity are currently merging.

***
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Sunsigns
With this Moon cycle beginning in Scorpio the focus will be on emotional depths we reach by
embracing shared experience. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is
scripted from the perspective of valuing and acknowledging the truth of sensuality and the rich
life which unfolds into our immediate experience through sensuality. Such experience brings
forward powerful energy which births new life and transforms our world in many ways. An
evolution of self awareness occurs as this area of transformation and power is noticed and
valued. Those born under the Sun sign Scorpio have a natural propensity to sensuality and deep
rich involvement in life. They can surprise others at times with their talent, they become an
expert in those areas which inspire them. Not to exclude others as we all have Scorpio
somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate
where each Sun sign would experience deep insight in a natural way. There are many accents in
each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent
alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases we will see personal alignments
which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify
the basic inclination toward sensual experience of each Sun sign and thus create added meaning
to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.
I feel deeply connected to life when I …
Libra: value how I have a natural propensity to know what is going on around me.
Virgo: trust that I connect naturally with the deep meaning of whatever is being
communicated.
Leo: look deeply into my own self definition.
Cancer: allow my inspiration and sensuality to move into playful dynamics.
Gemini: am being responsible for what my sensuality brings to my attention.
Taurus: accept the deep feelings I have when I allow my self to experience partnership.
Aries: accept what I have started and allow the richness of the outcomes to be supported by
my initial impulses.
Pisces: allow myself to experience new things and places.
Aquarius: embrace the value of my commitment to my career.
Capricorn: trust and value how my feelings always give me a deep insight concerning my
social world.
Sagittarius: feel Mother Earth's presence in my body.

***
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Birthdays
The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.
September 28th

March 25th & 26th

October 28th to November 1st

April 25th to 28th gentlemen

December 29th & 30th

une 29th & 30th

February 19th

August 24th

February 24th

August 29th

***
To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on
the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the
entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here
as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues
until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen
times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a
unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases
example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro
alignments may be experienced.
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01 Tuesday November 13th - New Moon Solar Eclipse in Scorpio 5:09 PM
Mercury ingress Scorpio Wednesday November 14th 2:43 AM
If there are indeed endings occurring in regard to how and where one has been experiencing
security then this Moon cycle, New Moon Solar Eclipse in Scorpio, may assist the individual in
moving toward a new way in which their security can be provided. The shift in effectiveness is
astrologically shown as a shift from Taurus to Scorpio. This can be experienced or observed by
paying attention to control. For example there will be those who have allowed themselves to be
somewhat freely controlled by others, by say bank or financial mangers suggesting and
implementing account and financial changes, doctors or medical professionals who issue
prescription drugs and procedures, or a partner who controls and manages all the affairs and
decisions in a supposedly joint arrangement. Such free form allowing may come to an end for
some as they begin to take a deeper interest in where their comfort and security comes from and
how it is managed. Those on the other end who have been managing others in their typical and
even professional way may find themselves being challenged as their clients patients or partners,
whatever the case may be, begin to question things and suggest changes. Less dynamically
polarized is the growing or evolution of sharing in a mature and effective way, in an enjoyable
way. This is the beginning of the new Moon in Scorpio and yet it occurs within a larger time
frame of Scorpio focused energy. Saturn and the Moon's north node are both now in Scorpio,
their ingresses rather recent, and as such Scorpio energy and experiences are going to be with us
for some time, into 2014. This makes this new Moon Solar eclipse particularly important.
Scorpio will bring out depth in the individual and this depth will allow the individual, if they so
choose, to understand their partnerships and especially shared values more richly and clearly.
Consider your new Moon meditation and intention in this regard where there is a deeper sensual
meaning coming into prominence and you are capable of feeling and knowing much more than
ever before. Doing so now may well affect the next couple of years.
02 Wednesday November 14th - Moon enters Sagittarius 5:53 AM
As the Moon transits Sagittarius there may be those who begin to feel the effect of overwhelm
due to all the things they have been doing lately, all the running around. With Mars in Sagittarius
such increase in activities is indicated as there is an enthusiasm giving action energy or even
boldness to affected individuals. Mars will soon ingress Capricorn Saturday evening and
activities will then be driven by defined purposefulness, yet for now the Moon in Sagittarius will
expose the "it's too much" if such exist. As the new Moon in Scorpio prompts individuals to feel
and explore their sensual depth an outcome of this feeling introspection is the development of
specific and special talents by the individual. The Sagittarius Moon allows such an evolving
individual to get a vantage point from which their beloved talent will participate. As a heads up
here it is wise for the individual not to get too distracted by public reputation issues as this can
happen whenever the moon transits Sagittarius, and yet at the same time this territory, this
playground if you will, can very well be public forum. Jupiter has been very interestingly
positioned lately (June 2011 - June 2012) in Gemini, significant as Jupiter is Sagittarius's ruling
planet and Gemini is the opposite or complimentary relationship zodiac sign to Sagittarius. As
the Moon transits Sagittarius an evolution in how partners share information and beliefs may
work out in some magical and valuable way.
03 Friday November 16th - Moon enters Capricorn 5:53 AM
Mars ingress Capricorn Saturday November 16th 9:37 PM
During this Moon transit through Capricorn an actively attended to agenda will begin to move. It
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may be your own or it may be another's, some will most certainly start pushing forward with
their particular agenda. This agenda will have a connection or entanglement with community or
social structure, corporate or government structure. These structures are meant to, or are being
touted as, being dedicated to public service yet over time their integrity perhaps exposed their
goodwill eroded. Mar's ingress into Capricorn gives action to one's revolutionary ides and of
course they do not have to be connected to or prompted by this eroded goodwill, actions can be
somewhat independent from these collapsing empires and be instead more connected to one's
inspired journey to be in harmony with the Earth and existence in a much broader yet congruent
way. In such cases the infrastructure which we creatures cooperate and facilitate harmony and
respect within is a natural organic territory. Since this is the third solar house relative to our
Scorpio Moon cycle we can see Mars as prompting leg work as required to move one's agenda
forward. This could involve meeting with others to share information or gathering together the
pieces or items required by the plan. This natural organic connection with life implies an
acknowledging and valuing of ones self and others. Such acknowledgement will most certainly
affect the local community which such an individual engages, the public they know being an
extension of their understanding of values.
04 Sunday November 18th - Moon enters Aquarius 7:11 AM
Today November 18th, as well as this transit of Moon in Aquarius, is a special day as the Sun
will conjunct the Moon's north node in Scorpio. What does this mean? This is an ideal time to
free one self from automatic answers regarding comfort and security. In the extreme you could
say this is a good time for busting paralyzing stubbornness. If one can conceive of their thoughts
as things and that these things are like stones or bricks from which one builds a castle meant to
provide themselves stability then this current astrological energy can be likened to renovating
one's private castle. For some their castle is crumbling, for others their castle is lonely, and for
others they have never been able to build a castle at all as it is their habit to give their bricks
away. Knowing that these bricks are thoughts it is for the individual to catch their inner language,
outer language as well, where there is automatic thinking and reasoning and to notice how their
comfort is dependant on the quality of how their mind or thought patterns have become
automated. Mental automation is not a bad thing it is a normal thing, yet like all structures a time
for routine maintenance, or renovation, comes and to ensure one's best living this need is
serviced by the individual. A consideration for one's castle renovation, or adjustments to their
automatic thinking, is to rebuild one's mind/castle such that there is a well considered and
designed space for sharing time with others, for sharing values with others, for creating together,
for supporting mutually beneficial situations. By simply imagining one's comfort castle and
allowing their imagination to adjust the structure as inwardly perceived they may just rebuild
their partnerships, especially in how these partnerships are allowed to grow in a very fruitful or
resourceful way.
05 Tuesday November 20th - Moon enters Pisces 11:56 AM
Sun ingress Sagittarius Wednesday November 21st 6:51 PM
This can be a time when one's reality becomes fantasy and delusion or when fantasy or artistic
expression becomes reality. Either way it is for the individual to stay in tune with their home
station their body, represented by opposite sign to Pisces, Virgo. As such it is a valued
partnership which can keep one's head level even if Mercury remains retrograde through this
entire Moon in Pisces transit. Expression through some form of art can be quite inspiring right
now as an artist may just discover some maturing of talent, a talent which seems to have stepped
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up it's reach and effectiveness at depicting their deeper feelings. Another way to experience this
Moon in Pisces transit is to observe one's reality as an artistic creation where the canvas is life's
experiences and the paints and brushes are one's thoughts. To paint one's life, to create their
fantasy/reality, some repetitive brush strokes and typified colors are repeatedly used, in other
worlds we are looking for automatic thinking as it is evidence by our life's experiences.
06 Thursday November 22nd - Moon enters Aries 8:13 PM
Social groups are forming, communities are forming, as individuals do indeed share an interest is
some situation which calls for action. Through independent action individuals are discovering
that they are not alone in their concern and interest. Sometimes it takes an interruption in some
community service or a change to a familiar expected shared public resource to get the
individual's attention. Low and behold the change or interruption is affecting others and not just
themselves. As the Moon transits through Aries there may be those who decide to take some
action regarding say the quality of public service. They may meet others, or have recently met
others, who are similar in their concern and willingness to respond. In some instances so called
natural events may cause communities to rally while at the same time flesh out the quality of
government or tax funded service. It matters not as the same result occurs, individuals are
finding each other and are teaming up under the qualification of mutual interest and inspiration.
It may be that an individual has a hidden talent or they may have recently found them self in a
situation where their talents have not been used the way they could or should be. As new social
agendas appear, these will likely be revolutionary in some way, the individual is being given an
opportunity to to use their talent, it is just not quite coming about the way they had previously
imagined or hoped for. Becoming actively involved can be revitalizing in so many ways and with
Uranus in Aries quincunx Saturn in Scorpio it is commitment and precision which marks
fulfillment and increases the potential success.
07 Sunday November 25th - Moon enters Taurus 7:19 AM
Mercury direct Tuesday November 26th 5:49 PM
A sense that one needs to return to their standard way of thinking about something after recently
accepting the need for change can cause feeling reactions which are triggered and possible
expressed through their partnerships. Current astrological alignments indicate a revision and
improvement in personal security yet this improvement in comfort and security can only occur as
a win win situation. With Mars moving into a conjunction with Pluto in Capricorn those who
hold onto their independent security may run into some aggressive objection related to a
community rule or expected community consideration. Alternatively those who are up for mutual
benefit and sharing will find they are boosted in energy, an energy which assists them in sticking
to an agenda which services others as well as themselves. An integration and or merging of self
and their community is occurring for many and this is most likely a joyful experience yet the
reason for the merging in the first place may, ironically, be a difficulty which had to be dealt
with. As one becomes increasingly honest with themselves they will become increasingly
realistic with their social relationships.
08 Tuesday November 27th - Moon enters Gemini 7:59 PM
Full Moon Lunar Eclipse in Gemini Wednesday November 28th 11:47 AM
Some new arrangement, valued by all involved, may require or prompt communication such that
a prudent focus can be sustained. The quality of this conversation, or even the manifestation of it
in the first place, is dependant on foundational understandings clearly understood and accepted
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by those involved. When and if everyone is on board with a shared agenda and action plan a
substantial push forward can be made. This means commitment is truly in place. The amount of
focused and perhaps serious intention cannot be understated. It may be a new calling for some
and if so this is the right time to allow oneself to engage intention with strong commitment. If
and when this occurs it will most likely merge harmonically with others as this is also occurring
with them, being purposeful. Notice how all the little jobs or tasks which are apart of one`s
agenda are able to be attended to because the thinking and ideas are congruent, also the
communication is efficient and effective. As a main theme throughout this Moon cycle, and for
some time to come, it is for the individual to keep an eye on the mutual benefit between
themselves and those they are energetically involved with. In other words this can be a difficult
time for the greedy and selfish, and yet a wonderfully fulfilling time for those who recognize
their immediate goal as the journey while at the same time feeling really great about the
comradery they are now experiencing.
09 Friday November 30th - Moon enters Cancer 8:56 AM
If one is intent on developing their expertise in some chosen area of interest they undoubtedly
will be lead to some new unexplored area where valuable discoveries related to their intention
are found. It is during this period, Moon transit Cancer, where an increased potential exists for
such discovery. Both commitment and trust may be called for as this important new territory, and
it's associated treasure, will most likely challenge one's emotional vulnerability. This challenge
can be interpreted as a conformation that something big is going on. The quincunx of Venus in
Scorpio and Jupiter retrograde in Gemini will add a delicious incentive to this opportunity, in
some cases the opportunity to accept and discover something new will be prompted by an
irresistible passion. A second quincunx between Mars in Capricorn and again Jupiter in Gemini,
all three forming a YOD, indicates acting on the desire to expand one's ideas through sharing or
communicating intentions. Depending how one is able to accept and value their emotional
vulnerability, their sensitivity, a new beginning may be in the works here.
10 Sunday December 2nd - Moon enters Leo 8:58 PM
This Moon cycle will trigger those who are interested in developing an individual expertise in
some trade or develop a talent. Eventually within the expanding theme of things these special
skills will most likely affect the public in some way. This can happen through one's job or
profession. The current Moon in Leo transit will stir up one's sense of being noticed and
respected for their talent as it pertains to their job or service to the public. If external validation is
a requirement held by one's beliefs then this Moon in Leo may bring up some feelings which can
connect them to where they picked up this belief. On the other hand a fulfilling sense of being
involved with the public in an obviously useful way can lead to or become a powerful
transformational energy issued forth by one's self confidence affecting the public they service.
This is also a good time to sort out the quality of one's communication in terms of how it affects
the public. There may be a distinct concern for one's public reputation which will stir up either
some internal dialogue or some external dialogue. Either way an opportunity exist in that that an
expanded mental picture regarding an individualized important issue is fleshed out, brought to
conscious attention, possible through a dynamic communication episode. An opportunity is at
hand - by observing the manner in which one communicates, how others communicate, an
improvement can be made which ultimately affects the quality of their public service.
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11 Wednesday December 5th - Moon enters Virgo 6:53 AM
The Uranus Saturn quincunx at the new Moon most likely stirred up Saturn in Scorpio if it was
not already with so much astrological focus on Saturn. This Uranus in Aries jolt affects Saturn's
current sextile with Pluto in Capricorn and to close the loop Aries ruling planet was very recently
conjunct Pluto. Those who are serious about making legitimate changes in their lives come alive,
this time with a logical solution or analysis which supports their strong and inspired idea or
desire. With the Sun now in Sagittarius a sense of the activities involved as related to one's
dedicated focus and commitment is prudently looked at. Such examination can be very effective
as it leads to increased productivity. Most certainly a discerning attitude is called for as details
are looked over and scrutinized. The social aspect of one's plan is what one may find themselves
dealing with or sorting through as the Moon transits Virgo. A dynamic may be felt where one is
called to be clear about their social relationships. Some relationships may actually be identified
as distraction and so some prudent or executive type decisions must be made. On the other hand
an insight regarding some opportunity for well conceived team work may be noticed and
supported. These energy dynamics felt by the individual will be the extension of how one
believes in themselves. Although challenging it is equally energizing and revitalizing.
12 Friday December 7th - Moon enters Libra 1:36 PM
This period begins with Mercury conjunct the Moon's north node in Scorpio. The mind is
assisted, able to reach into deep caverns accessing emotional states, perhaps memories, and to
see and accept past issues of security and survival with an open mind. This allows new ways of
perceiving old events and as such allowing a stuck process to final move forward, preferable into
resolution. These deep feelings and the correlating observation of them will most likely be
related to relationship experiences past and present. The beliefs which govern how one
approaches partnerships, how they understand partnership, will have an aspect which defines or
implies how values are shared, how time, money, property, are shared. It is from these beliefs
and the related paradigm which gives them credence which the current depth of feeling and
observation are based on or made relevant. In a sense it is that which had remained hidden from
mental awareness which becomes visible and observable, and yet was or has always been
emotionally there. Ideally the individual will become more aware of their security, where it
comes from, what it is dependant upon, how it is related to those they partner with. Being
inspired to express enthusiasm becomes the extension of integrity.
13 Sunday December 9th - Moon enters Scorpio 4:52 PM
Dark Moon begins Tuesday December 11th 4:32 AM
The Moon`s return to Scorpio brings perhaps a receptivity to the depth of one`s sensuality. At the
least there is an increased noticing of this aspect of self, the richness of one`s sensuality and
passion. Since the new Moon Solar eclipse on November 13th a connection to another may have
occurred which plays out with acknowledgement and appreciation. Hopefully some dividends
are manifested as a result of one`s fine work dedication and focus. If not there need be no loss as
the immediate future, the months and year to come, indicate an ongoing journey of becoming
expert and mature through the continuing development of individual talent. The thing to notice
now is how one's`own development is paralleling the development of another`s talent and the
two, although separate, are connected through shared events and process. Particularly now is a
penetrating focus which is connected with or driven by a grand change occurring in one`s life. It
is important now that any changes of a revolutionary nature occurring in the shared external
world affecting many are accepted as this acceptance will greatly assist the individual in their
own particular endeavor.
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14 Tuesday December 11th - Moon enters Sagittarius 5:23 PM
Sagittarius has recently become a renewed energy, as indicated by Pluto`s transit there from 1993
to 2008. Recently the Moon`s north node made a transit there as well (March 4th 2011 - August
31st 2012) while Jupiter, Sagittarius ruling planet, was in transit of opposite sign Gemini. Jupiter
continues to transit Gemini now and will do so until June 25th 2013. This Sagittarius renewal or
cleanse most definitely has had an effect on the individual. Notice how ideas and ideals
regarding public reputation have changed since before 1993 and after 2008. For some there may
seem to be no change, yet for others there is a removal of self from some typically accepted
cultural or social model, a discontinuation of external validation. This being replaced by a new or
reawakened way of understanding self. An advanced awareness of what being responsible
means, a discontinuation of blame and victimization replaced by accepting experience as a
energy pattern drawn into one`s life. Many cliche sayings fall away and a new self born with
traits and character beloved by self yet formulated around the individual as by-products of their
diligent belief in self, their self love. This coming new Moon cycle in Sagittarius will host the
December 21st 2012 date made famous in recent decades. To what meaning, to what outcome, to
what purpose, is this moment? As the individual signals an awakening by accepting what they
have created, as if they were and always have been in charge, as they become increasingly aware
of their powerful thoughts and intentions through experiences they are perhaps posited to accept
this auspicious time as a being sovereign and steady where the external world which surrounds

***
Soulstar Astrology Appointments:
(905) 665-9000
For more information about Soulstar Astrology consultations goto:
Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php
SoulstarAstrology.com
PathfinderReport,com
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Solar Eclipse Tuesday November 13th 2012 5:09 PM EST
01 I not only accept the challenges my goals bring me, I also enjoy them.
02 I am identifying my special talents and allowing them to be developed to their fullest
potential.
03 I share a mutually valuable goal with those I have recently met.
04 I am able to communicate effectively and easily because those who I listen to and who hear
me mirror my own commitment and dedication.
05 My mission is to accept and allow all the good things about myself which I have come to
know throughout my life.
06 I am ready to take more interest in the things which are connected with my security.
07 I know what it feels like to be in control of myself and how this control merges harmoniously
with my partnership arrangements.
08 I am able to detect and admit my own immature behavior.
09 I am enjoying working with people, we seem to enjoy respecting each others concerns, even
when they are noticeable different.
10 I am allowing others to take control of their lives and supporting the idea that they are less
dependant on me.
11 I enjoy socializing, being nice to others.
12 I am excited that I have a special talent which is now developing nicely.
13 I can feel the level of commitment in the ideas and words of myself and others.
14 I am discovering new ways to develop security.
15 I am taking an increased interest in where my security comes form.
16 I am becoming aware of the relationships which are qualified by my security concerns.
17 I allow my challenges to lead me to an increased self responsibility and maturity.
18 All the activities I am involved in are coordinated in such a way that I am able to sustain and
enjoy them.
19 I have a new evolved understanding of my partnerships.
20 I have been breaking some automatic behavior and actions, now I see a bigger picture and
take new more interesting actions.
21 My imagination is a wonderful thing, I am able to create, change or rebuild my world from
the inside out.

William Oulton
November 12th 2012
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